Two years ago Ransomes Jacobsen opened its superb three hole par-3 course in the grounds of their headquarters. Last month the Ransomes Jacobsen team clinched the annual BIGGA Charity Golf Day at Aldwark Manor, with a winning score of 83.

Coincidence?

I am pretty sure RJ’s Managing Director, David Withers, will have ensured that his chosen fourball were well honed and peaked for June 14 and that the short game skills, as displayed by Messrs Campbell, Brown, Pattenden and Jones, were genuine evidence of an intensively drilled squad.

A mere point behind were the Q Hotels team and BIGGA’s magazine printer, Warners, who each scored 82 with the former benefiting from a slightly better inward half.

This year the Chairman’s Nominated Charity was Help for Hospices with all profits and the proceeds from the raffle going to that extremely worthy cause.

Thank you to all the companies which entered teams in this popular annual event, which has been running since 1997, as well as all those who donated prizes for the aforementioned raffle.

RESULTS

1. Ransomes Jacobsen, 83. Andy Campbell, Nick Brown, Peter Pattenden, Stefan Jones

2. Q Hotels, 82 (BIH) Andrew Cook, David Norton, Chris Cottam, Dan Greenwood

3. Warners, 82. Martin Harris, Dave Chapple, Rob Asperlahg, Kevin Greenfield
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David Snowden, Agronomic Services
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Rob Maxfield, PGA
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Practice makes picture perfect...
Just a selection of images from BIGGA Golf Day 2010...
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